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Discussion Group Meetings allow participants to
share their knowledge and expertise on a particular
topic regarding Chess in Education. Educators can
learn from each other and gain new insights
through different perspectives and experiences.
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Welcome
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Beatrice Rapaccini is a passionate
teacher who promotes creative learning.
She has developed innovative approaches
to teaching chess in kindergarten and
primary school that encourage students to
think creatively. Beatrice is also a
facilitator for the MOOC Learning
Creative Learning offered by the Lifelong
Kindergarten, MIT Media Lab. Currently,
on leave in Sweden, Beatrice is
continuing her work as a STEAM teacher
trainer, helping educators integrate
creative thinking into their curricula. In
addition, she is also a strong advocate for
promoting women’s participation in
STEM fields. She participates in projects
and designed workshops focused on this
topic.

Victoria Winifred was born in Brooklyn,
and authored the award-winning middle-
grade chess mythological fantasy, “The
Princess, the Knight, and the Lost God.” A
teacher since 2006, her classroom was a
workshop model for Columbia University’s
literacy project for ten years. She connects
academics with chess, and floods classrooms
with the game to the delight and scholastic
success of her students. A member of
SCBWI and the Author’s Guild of
Tennessee, she continues to write chess
fiction for kids.

To keep the valuable conversation going, we
invited two of the great speakers from the
London Chess Conference 2023 to share their
knowledge.
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https://www.facebook.com/vwinifredwriter?__cft__[0]=AZWOa7VN9rfR4wxDuJJKOkw3GmbweXltEDjAiGNQBbA2rxrjhfzxoG_lExq9gBalKJAlY0bWCxBQnawSvYI_dWWyMia8D8SM5bmP-PoMTZv7YUnf3O5EjLZ0OzwcGgjQnoyMlAMKcc9IfrvJAtY1STETsJGNwDDNR0pSbNkse5X8Fs2rtY101uRXjhEqCnWJ9w4&__tn__=-]K-R
https://chessconference.org/
https://chessplus.net/
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Chess & Literacy
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The key balance is between the acts of
reading/writing when presented as
technical decoding activities. That is now
very over emphasised in UK teaching of
reading at the moment - see some
OFSTED reports - whereas reading is a
form of language and thought (your own
(US) Chomsky underlined this. Chess is
an ideal vehicle for language growth and
development that supports reading and
writing. I get children to show their
games to other children and explain what
and why they made their moves. You
need to get them using language before
they render this in writing. We make this
a regular diversion to our chess evenings.

Julian Clissold:

I have been a teacher for forty years. I taught
literacy to children from age 6 to 18. I also
taught adults in Literacy programmes. The
importance of using a vehicle like chess (it
could be other things) is that it balances the
technical aspects of learning to read and
integrates it with motivational imperatives. It
also gets you past the blockages imposed on
learning from the ver emphasis on the
technical dimensions to being able to read

Too much literacy is focussed on phonics,
decoding and insufficient on sense and
meaning. 

vwinifredwriter@gmail.com

https://chessplus.net/
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Literacy Discussion
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Hari Neolcleous
Victoria we've just started reading your
book, beautifully written for older
primary students. I'm slowly building a
chess book corner, reading extracts in
different schools... 

Uğur Menteş
Some writers approach their works as a
matter of designs and patterns; For
example Vladimir Nabokov would write
down a lot of separate texts and then put
them together as if it is a puzzle to
complete, this is how he wrote a lot of
masterpiece novels. Chess can be also
used in creative writing courses and
literature by being familiar with pattern
recognition and combination.

Oliver Conran
There may be some stigma among chess
coaches about using non-traditional methods,
that may be common to teachers, but if they
open their minds to it I think they can benefit
a lot from it. 

To John's point, If the company has done a
good job of putting across the message of
educational chess being a great tool for
improving kids performance across
disciplines then it shouldn't be an issue 😊

For young kids, a chess class, taught
specifically with the intent of improving
chess skill, can be intense and quite draining.
Using some "ligher" activities is usually OK
with the parents  

Ryan Blackwood 
Chess in Chess in Education
is about the benefits of chess
and how chess can be use as
a tool to strengthen
educational concepts and
learning strategies. While
chess in after school
programs is more about
getting better at playing
chess and competitive chess. 

Crissia Graham
We have to exercise equity 

https://chessplus.net/
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Chess & Creativity
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brapacc@yahoo.it 

https://chessplus.net/
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Creativity Discussion
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Uğur Menteş
I think chess is like quantum mechanic
and classical Newton physics that we use
both in the universe according to physical
conditions and circumstance; Like using
quantum mechanic at the opening and
middle phases as there might be multi
options, but there are certain conditions
that there are absolute answers as John
pointed out 

Victoria Winifred
Beatrice, you are right, there are many
similarities in our observations. Much of
what you are sharing reminds me of Bloom's
Taxonomy, Howard Gardner's recognition of
giftedness. Another element in that Venn
diagram might be "task commitment" which
is a sign of a gifted creative mind. Also,
elaboration is very important in literacy as
well. So much to say! :) Open ended
questions are my favorite! 

Oliver Conran
You can have students devise their own
puzzles 

Hari Neolcleous
I interweave chess with other strategy games
and the opportunities for creative thinking are
great, for primary children 

Ryan Blackwood
Often times you can have mate in 1 on
multiple squares and we ask students to look
at all their options. They are all different and
it is important to all them to express
themselves and own ideas on the board. We
do use different ways to get to the same
position in chess, this is call transposition 

Is creativity transferable?

https://chessplus.net/
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Creativity Discussion
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Zotero public group with resources in chess and creativity by Beatrice

https://chessplus.net/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/14IriWEYN5dQDOVbstxpRC0reDKAkAd4_HJcYtHUdhu4/edit?usp=share_link
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What is your idea of creativity?
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Who is a creative person?
Recourses

https://chessplus.net/
https://miro.com/app/board/uXjVMQbPvxo=/
https://miro.com/app/board/uXjVMQbPvxo=/
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Next Discussion Group Meeting
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Wednesday, 31st May 2023

DO YOU WANT TO SHARE
YOUR KNOWLEDGE AND

EXPERTISE? 

CONTACT US!
training@chessplus.net

Register!

https://chessplus.net/
https://www.tickettailor.com/events/chessplus/908466
https://www.tickettailor.com/events/chessplus/908466
https://www.tickettailor.com/events/chessplus/908466

